Realize your journey to the Cloud

We are the largest SIS Cloud hosting provider to higher education institutions in North America.

Our Cloud Proof Points

150+
Universities trust OculusIT for managing their ERPs on the Cloud.

120+
College & university systems trust OculusIT to host their ERPs on a Cloud of their choice.

50+
Institutions are hosted on the OculusIT Hybrid Cloud that gives 99.9% uptime.

OculusIT Hybrid Cloud
Our SOC3 compliant data center in Cleveland forms the nerve center for our VMware-based hybrid cloud.

Extensive Experience in Managing Enterprise Applications

Over 200 colleges and universities trust OculusIT for the management, hosting and monitoring of their Student Information Systems. This includes:

- Banner*
- Colleague*
- Jenzabar*
- PeopleSoft*
Transform Your Campus IT With The Cloud of Your Choice

Your campus operations need greater agility and accessibility than ever before. The outset of emerging technologies like big data, IoT, AI, M2M interactions and an ever-increasing dependency on digital assets need heavy computing power. The solution is the Cloud. We edge out from the competition with the best-in-class delivery models and a technology partner ecosystem that helps you realize your journey to the Cloud in the most cost-effective way.

**Development for the Cloud**
- Assessment and analysis
- Architecture design
- Development and integration testing
- Deployment

**Migration to the Cloud**
- Assessment and roadmap
- Architecture design
- Migration
- Testing
- Deployment & cutover

**Infrastructure Automation/DevOps on the Cloud**
- Maturity assessment
- Tool selection, architecture & roadmap
- Implement automation
- Cost optimization

**Data Recovery Services**
With cloud backup and disaster recovery solutions, OculusIT™ ensures that your enterprise applications are always up and running. This includes business impact analysis, built-in WAN acceleration, 1-click failover mechanism, testing and support.

**AI-Powered 24×7 Helpdesk**
OculusIT™ offers AI-powered 24×7 helpdesk services for your ERP/SIS management and support. This enhances the ability to automate personalized messages to FAQs, handle multiple end-users at the same time, reduce cost of maintenance and ensure 10x faster resolution rate.

**SIS Hosting**

**Multi-Factor Authentication**
Adaptive MFA lets you access your ERP/SIS resources from anywhere at any time with the control you need to authenticate them securely. This includes role-based authentication, push authentication notifications, diverse detection criteria and fingerprint authentication.

**Global Cybersecurity Operations Center**
OculusIT™ offers end-to-end security and monitoring for your critical ERP/SIS applications via 24×7 Network Operations Center (NOC) and Security Operations Center (SOC). This includes threat detection & response with real time data enrichment, analytics, incident management and flexible deployment options.

**About OculusIT™**
OculusIT is a global, managed IT and cloud services company that, together with its technology partners, serves more than 600 colleges and universities. Headquartered in Chicago, OculusIT has a delivery network and operations across North America and globally.

**Our Services for Higher Education**
For further information, please reach us at contact@oculusit.com or visit www.oculusit.com.

**Headquarters**
55 E Monroe Street,
Chicago, IL 60603

**Reach us at**
contact@oculusit.com
201-875-5275 Ext 293
www.oculusit.com